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In his advice to spiritual directors, Ignatius of Loyola declares that directors should not steer, in one

direction or another, those believers who face difficult life decisions. Rather, says Ignatius, the

director should "allow the Creator to deal immediately with the creature and the creature with his

Creator and Lord." But how can one make this happen, in practice? How do directors perceive the

action of God in a person's soul? How does a person who seeks God open himself or herself to

God's saving action? The "Spiritual Exercises" of Ignatius were designed to bring believers into

contact with the person of God in a controlled, existential encounter. Believers come to that

experience with all their gifts and flaws and with many possible paths open before them. In our day

more and more people, both clergy and lay people, Catholic and Protestant, are turning to this

traditional practice as a way of deepening their relationship with God. William Barry has more then

twenty years of experience as a director of the "Exercises." In this book he offers wise advice to

other directors regarding the best ways to "allow the Creator to deal with the creature." All spiritual

guides will benefit from these pages.
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In his advice to spiritual directors, Ignatius of Loyola declares that directors should not steer, in one

direction or another, those believers who face difficult life decisions. Rather, says Ignatius, the

director should "allow the Creator to deal immediately with the creature and the creature with his

Creator and Lord." But how can one make this happen, in practice? How do directors perceive the



action of God in a person's soul? How does a person who seeks God open himself or herself to

God's saving action? The "Spiritual Exercises" of Ignatius were designed to bring believers into

contact with the person of God in a controlled, existential encounter. Believers come to that

experience with all their gifts and flaws and with many possible paths open before them. In our day

more and more people, both clergy and lay people, Catholic and Protestant, are turning to this

traditional practice as a way of deepening their relationship with God. William Barry has more then

twenty years of experience as a director of the "Exercises." In this book he offers wise advice to

other directors regarding the best ways to "allow the Creator to deal with the creature." All spiritual

guides will benefit from these pages.

A truly wonderful book. Barry is such a good writer

Barry is a very well known, highly respected and extremely experienced spiritual director, retreat

director, and psychologist who writes this text out of that wealth of theoretical knowledge and

pastoral experience for spiritual directors and primarily for directors of Ignatian retreats. The title

affirms a faith that God deals directly with souls and the director's task is merely to facilitate that

relationship, assisting retreatants to clarify their desires, be open to God's self-revelation, and

understand their unique role in the divine plan using imaginative prayer, feeling, discernment and

previous touchstone religious experience. These themes and more are developed in this masterful

text that would be profitable not just to spiritual directors but to anyone whose spirituality is Ignatian

or based in the Spiritual Exercises.
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